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“Notes from
the Chair”

As I write these notes Christmas is approaching, the year is rapidly moving to
a close, and I am beginning my annual retrospective for 2019.

The BDRS has had a very successful event-filled year thanks to the foresight
and energy of Laurence Perkins and Miles Nipper. These two, almost unaided,
implemented an intensive Spring-tide schedule: Laurence in devising the
programme, arranging and publishing music, chasing artists, (persistently
badgering the Chairman – in a good way!) and Miles for organising 
everything else. 

It is therefore with huge sadness that I have to announce that Miles will
shortly be leaving the many posts he has held for seven years. We express our
enormous gratitude to Miles for all he has undertaken on our behalf during
that time as Treasurer, Advertising Manager, Membership Secretary and much
more. Our thanks are also due to Katy, Miles’ wife, who has undertaken the
secretarial/website/social media roles for the past year with skill, patience 
and professionalism.

These two members are absolute gems and have given their services with real
dedication and enthusiasm often beyond, way beyond, the call of duty.

However, looking ahead we are indeed extremely fortunate that several
members have answered the call to fill these important administrative roles
which are so necessary for the Society to function. I must express on your
behalf our gratitude to the following for taking on these tasks. Hopefully they
will soon become familiar with the systems in place and I look forward to
meeting them all at the next committee meeting on March 11th 2020 at
Canada Water Library in South London.

Paul Hubbard – Secretary
Stephen Fuller – Treasurer
Donal Flynn – Membership Secretary
Alison Wathey – Advertising Manager
Louisa Denby – Website and Social Media Manager

I have also to announce that Sir Karl Jenkins stood down as Oboe President
after many years but is to be given the new title of President Emeritus. 
This way he will keep in touch with the work of the Society. Look out for 
an interview with Sir Karl in the next issue of DRN.

You will not be surprised to read that the Society has increased its
subscription charges for all – both new members and membership renewals –
from 1st January 2020. Many of you will already have received an email 
from me in early December about this. I now use MailChimp to distribute
bulk messages to BDRS members so I would appreciate it if you would 
be good enough to ensure that you can receive MailChimp emails 
(‘unblock’ if you have it blocked please). If you object to this method of
communication please do send me an email address that I can privately 
use to communicate with you. We are in the process of launching a regular
series of Newsletters containing all manner of information about courses,
private sales, concerts, brief articles, pictures and so it is important that we
can communicate by email. More about this very soon, sent most probably 
by – you’ve guessed it – email!
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Celebrating Young Talent

It remains true that there is justifiable concern about the low numbers
of young people taking up oboe and bassoon compared to most other
instruments. It is, however, equally important to celebrate those who
are achieving their dreams in one way or another, and perhaps already
becoming role models for those following on. In this issue you can read
about several players who deserve ample recognition. We introduce
you to Ewan Millar (cover photograph) who, having performed no 
fewer than three major oboe concertos during his last year at school
and participated in the opening rounds of BBC Young Musician 2020, 
is now in his first year reading music at Oxford and aspires towards a
professional oboe career.

Moving up only a few years there is the outstanding Tom Blomfield; 
at the age of just 22 he is already Principal Oboe of the Philharmonia
Orchestra and in January played the Strauss Oboe Concerto at the
Royal Festival Hall as part of the Philharmonia’s 75th Anniversary
festivities. Read Ewan’s review of Tom’s performance in the Reviews
section!

BDRS itself has been pleased to encourage two other young players 
in their budding careers – Amy Thompson (bassoon) and Alec Harmon
(oboe) – involving them as assistants on the Park Place courses; this
year they will become assistant leaders in their own right. Find details
about them and about the diary of BDRS 2020 activities in the usual
middle pages.

Although not necessarily so young, the considerable injection of new
blood into the arteries of the BDRS committee is another upward trend
which we should certainly be celebrating. I have asked all five new
committee members to provide a little background and a suitable
photograph to introduce themselves to you. And there are important
features in this issue from many familiar names including Quentin
Poole, Julian Roberts, and the second part of George Caird’s latest
magnum opus on Britten’s Temporal Variations. 
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The Editor’s Comment
Clive Fairbairn

Stop Press
MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN

To all BDRS Members! We have sent you an extra magazine.
Please help spearhead this campaign by giving it away!
Hand it over to any oboist or bassoonist, with the
accompanying letter of INVITATION.

BDRS aims to become even more effective, both for its
members and the double-reed community nationally, from
2020. Please seek out players through local orchestras/chamber
groups, teaching services, students, professionals and amateurs. 

With your help we can — literally — double the BDRS
membership!
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Louisa Denby, Website and Social Media
Manager

I’m Louisa and
I’ve been a
member of the
BDRS for
around fifteen
years. I read
Music at Selwyn
College,
Cambridge, and
went on to a
Masters in
Conducting,

before undertaking a degree in Theology
and Religious Studies to enable me to
pursue a PhD in Music and Theology. 

My research has now strayed into
evolutionary biology and cognitive
psychology which I teach and lecture at
the University of Cambridge, as well as
the practical musicianship side of things. 
I am occasionally persuaded to teach 
Jazz and Improvisation at Cambridge 
and at the Guildhall School of Music 
and Drama. 

Outside academia I mostly work as a
conductor and organist in the UK and
abroad, as well as bassoon-playing 
(of course!), and I run my own business
on the side. When not making music of
one form or another I enjoy boxing,
swimming, and long-distance cycling,
and take great delight in learning 
new languages. 

I look forward to using my IT and 
media skills to help the BDRS build its
online presence.

Donal Flynn, Membership Secretary

I came to the
oboe after
having tried, 
at various
stages, the
piano, violin,
tuba, tenor
horn, French
horn and finally
guitar. I should
have listened 
to a dream

about the oboe that I had as a teenager,
being inspired by a Trinity College oboe
student coming to play in our local

orchestra: he always wore a suit, which
struck me as odd even then!

I have now been playing the oboe for
about 30 years and imagine that 
I am always trying to improve in one 
way or another. I took the ATCL Trinity
diploma a few years ago. I play in a 
local North London orchestra, as well 
as chamber groups with friends and 
I am a member of the Oxford and
Cambridge Music Club. I have recently
started to arrange pieces for wind 
groups, sometimes including piano, 
and quite enjoy the resulting struggle 
with Sibelius!

I was secretary and chair of a wind
orchestra for many years and feel
confident that this experience can serve
me well with the BDRS. I am very
interested in understanding members’
wishes for the future of our Society 
and in looking at ways to expand 
our membership. Commissioning 
articles to appear in DRN, particularly 
for the amateur oboist, is also one of 
my aims.

Stephen Fuller, Treasurer

Writing this 
I realise that the
bassoon has
been an
important part
of my life for
over 50 years. 
I began with
lessons at
secondary
school and went
on to study at

music college. Whilst music did not
become my career (I had what musicians
sometimes, I think wrongly, refer to as 
‘a proper job’), it has provided me with
some of the most memorable and
pleasurable experiences and friendships
of my life.

I had many opportunities from early days
to play in orchestras and chamber groups,
to perform in innumerable concerts in
wonderful, sometimes famous and
occasionally bizarre venues. I’ve also
been privileged to perform concertos 
and concertante works, and to benefit
from fascinating and inspiring teachers
and colleagues.

I enrolled with BDRS at its inception and
when I stopped working I joined the
committee. As the newly elected
Treasurer I aim to help the society
develop and thrive so that it can continue
to encourage, link and celebrate oboists
and bassoonists both in the UK and with
the wider double reed community.

Paul Hubbard, Secretary

I came late to
the double reed
family, having
only taken up
the bassoon in
my late 40s. As
a child I learnt
the violin and
piano, but never
felt secure with
either of these,
and eventually

discovered a passion for the recorder and
for music of the baroque period. 

I studied music at Cambridge where 
I seized the opportunity to perform 
with some talented fellow students.
Needing a steady income I then joined
the civil service, and it was only when
my children started to grow up that my
thoughts turned to a different sound and 
a wider repertoire. It had to be another
wind instrument; I had always liked the
sound of the bassoon, and the notion of
playing a less common instrument –
which also offered a chance to
experience orchestral texture from 
the inside – was appealing. Learning a
new and rather difficult instrument, 
with limited time in mid-life to practise, 
has been a challenge and I owe a
considerable debt to two patient and
supportive teachers! I now play mostly
chamber music in various combinations,
especially French music of the last
century.  

Along the way I have benefitted from
attending Society events and enjoyed
reading Double Reed News. As incoming
Secretary I am keen to help to maintain
and develop the Society as a strong and
relevant body with something to offer to
all double reed players. 
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New Committee Members for 2020
As custom dictates we are celebrating here the appointment of a bumper crop of new committee members, 
installed and welcomed at the Annual General Meeting in December. Each has been asked to provide 
a short introduction in their own words.
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I’m delighted that, in addition to the
many new faces on the committee –
announced elsewhere – I can report two
additions to the honorary titles that BDRS
bestows.

Firstly we have ‘promoted’ our ‘Oboe
President’ Sir Karl Jenkins to a brand new
status as President Emeritus, marking in

the process his recent 75th birthday. We
congratulate him and thank him for his
support over many years; and we wish
him continued health and happiness for
2020 and long into the future.

Secondly I would like to announce that
we are making Deirdre Dundas-Grant an
Honorary Member. This long overdue

advancement recognises her contribution
as an enormously energetic Chairman for
a number of years: Deirdre was in post
when I came on board the committee as
treasurer about 20 years ago. She was
extremely supportive, really hard working
and just lovely! She knew everybody in
the music business and we also wish her
all health and happiness.

Deirdre Dundas-Grant joins a restricted
list of those who have been so honoured
over the three-plus decades of the BDRS.
For the record the others are:

Tony Allcock, Roger Birnstingl, 
George Caird, Robert Codd, Mark Elder,
Jennie Goossens, Malcolm James,
Malcolm Messiter, David Moore, 
Peter Munro and Elisabeth Waterhouse.

We send them all our warmest greetings.

BDRS ‘New Year Honours’ List!
Geoffrey Bridge shares the news.
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Alison Wathey, Advertising Manager

I began learning
the bassoon
aged 12, being
taught at school
in Plymouth by
visiting Royal
Marine
bassoonists. 
I soon joined
Plymouth Youth
Orchestra,
through which 

I became a pupil of Kerry Camden at
Exeter University music department, up to
leaving school. I then read for a BA in
Maths and Music, followed by an MSc in
Operational Research, at the University of
Birmingham. While an undergraduate, 
I also studied at the Birmingham School 

of Music with David Robinson, and with
Andrew Barnell.

Since 1984 I have lived in the Portsmouth
area where, for several years, I worked as
a software and systems engineer on naval
computer systems, initially for Ferranti
Computer Systems Limited and finally for
BAE Systems. From 1993 to 1999, while
still working full-time, I resumed my
bassoon studies by becoming a part-time
student at the Guildhall School of Music
and Drama with Ian Cuthill.

Since leaving the defence industry, I have
gained an LRSM performing diploma on
the bassoon and am currently a self-
employed bassoon and contra player and
private teacher. I play regularly with the
Havant Symphony and Chamber
Orchestras, which I joined soon after

moving to Portsmouth; with the City of
Southampton Orchestra since 1988, and
with the professional chamber orchestra
Southern Pro Musica. I also freelance 
for other orchestras and societies in
Hampshire, the Isle of Wight, West Sussex
and London, and have worked with the
Southampton-based professional orchestra,
SÓN. Further afield, I am a regular at
Pigott’s music camp in High Wycombe. 

I also enjoy arranging and had an
arrangement for bassoon ensemble tried
out in a reading group at the IDRS
Granada 2018 conference.

I have served on the City of Southampton
Orchestra’s main committee, as orchestral
manager and programming committee,
and am looking forward to working with
the BDRS committee.
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As Simon wrote in October: ‘We are
currently rehearsing Harrison Birtwistle’s
The Mask of Orpheus. This opera has
quite an exotic double reed section: it
requires four oboe players (playing
various instruments such as oboe d’amore
and bass oboe, as well as oboes; and four
bassoon players (three of whom are
doubling on bassoon and contrabassoon).
I thought that it might make a merry
photograph for Double Reed News, with
all eight double reed players and their
various instruments.’

The way the action of the opera is laid
out makes a synopsis of the otherwise
famous story extremely difficult to
convey. From the orchestral point of view
Birtwhistle demands huge forces, and so
the numbers of double reed players and
the variety of instruments employed is not
surprising. The performances ran during
November 2019.

DRN is grateful to Simon Couzens and
ENO’s Assistant Orchestral Manager,
Shannon St. Luce, for these photos.

ENO Orchestra’s Quadruple Double Reeds
Simon Couzens offered to have these photos taken of an unusual line up in the 
English National Opera pit for a recent opera.

The double reeds with a stowaway flute

English National Opera Orchestra double reed sections... and flute section
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MARSDEN BASSOON REEDS
After much research I have developed a
balance between cane, gouge, profile and tip
thickness resulting in a light, controllable and
free reed with excellent response and a big,
warm sound. Adjustment notes come with all
orders and all reeds are pre-tested by me. 
Also available is my patented ‘Counter-Balance
Seat Strap’
New website with introductory offers AND offers for existing
customers making my reeds even better value for money. 

Visit www.marsdenbassoonreeds.com
or telephone 07980 001157
Steve Marsden, Principal Bassoon, Orchestra of Welsh National Opera.

‘Your reeds in use for both first and second in Winchester for GERONTIUS! EXCELLENT RESULTS’
Miles Nipper, Adver� sing Manager, BDRS

‘All four reeds were very consistent and free-blowing with security across the range... 
I’ve tried a few different makers recently and found yours by far the best...’
Chris Cooper, former Principal Bassoon, Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra
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